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MEET JEANNIE

JEANNIE'S SPEAKING TOPICS

01.

05.

5 Steps to a Superior Science Education

How to Identify a Living Book

Learn the five vital steps that will
ensure you impart a superior science
education.

Find the secret to identifying whether or
not the books you are considering using
in your homeschool are truly living.

02.

06.

The 7 E’s for Choosing Curriculum

Guard Your Schedule

Learn the seven keys for choosing
curriculum for academic excellence
while breathing life and joy into your
homeschool.

With so many wonderful homeschool
opportunities abounding, it's important
that we don't blindly follow the crowd
and sign up for every shiny thing, but
instead learn to discern what is God's
best.

03.

07.

Why Nature Study Matters and How to
Make it Awesome with Nature
Journaling

The Essential Tools for Developing Self
Motivated Children

Learn the vital "whys" of nature study
and the techniques and tools to make it a
wonderful and rewarding experience for
the whole family.

Watch your children blossom into selfconfident youths that pursue their
learning with purpose when you
implement these important tools.

04.

08.

A Charlotte Mason Education—
Excellence without Sacrifice

Notebooking—Creativity with a
Purpose

Jeannie will explain the key tenets and
how implementing the Charlotte Mason
approach will give your children an
excellent education while developing a
love for learning.

Learn how to use this easy and effective
educational approach that replaces
workbooks, enhances learning and
retention and develops a true love for
learning.
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09.

13.

Preschool Matters: What You Should
and Should Not Be Doing

The Secret to Teaching Writing that
Anyone Can Master

Learn the combination of Montessori and
Charlotte Mason principles that will
enable you to develop independence, self
sufficiency, self confidence and a natural
love for learning in your preschooler.

Find out the simple formula that will
make writing the easiest subject you
teach—and the easiest subject your
children learn!

10.

14.

Scheduling Your Day the Right Way

Charlotte Mason in a Nutshell

Discover the keys for scheduling an
easy, enjoyable, educationally excellent
and successful homeschool day, using
Charlotte Mason tenets and Jeannie’s
methods and experiences that work.

The Charlotte Mason approach doesn't
have to be complicated. Jeannie shares
how you can begin seamlessly
implementing the key tenets of the
Charlotte Mason model today, no matter
what curriculum you are using.

11.

15.

History Comes to Life when Done Right
Understand how to make history
amazing by using the whole book
approach and creative assignments that
will make you and your children fall in
love with all the fascinating people that
shaped our world.

Creating Your Own Charlotte Mason
Curriculum
When Jeannie homeschooled her
children, there was no curriculum
specific to the Charlotte Mason model.
Jeannie will share how she created her
own Charlotte Mason curriculum and
how you can too!

12.
How to Homeschool Multiple Children
Using the valuable techniques Jeannie
shares, you can homeschool multiple
children with excellence and ease.
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